
Physician Wife 1111 

Chapter 1111: Save Nuannuan 

 

More branches stabbed frantically in the direction where Viper had landed. Meanwhile, Nuannuan 

raised the machine gun in her hand and started sweeping the area around it. 

Why did she send the bullets raining in the area around where they believed Viper was and not the 

immediate location? That was because Nuannuan believed that if Viper was really in the midst of Big 

Brother Chi Yang’s attack range, she would have been stabbed into a hedgehog even if she did not die. 

However, if she escaped, Nuannuan calculated the direction in which she might escape and launched a 

fierce attack in that direction. 

Right now, the explosion earlier ended, and so did the second wave of attack. Chi Yang and Nuannuan 

walked toward the general direction where they estimated Viper to be. After all, they could not let Viper 

get too far away from them! 

Seeing Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan walking toward her from afar, Viper’s eyes dripped with 

venom. 

If not for the fact that she had already cultivated her ninjutsu to the peak and fled as she watched Chi 

Yang launch his attack, she would have died already during the two waves of attack. 

Drip— 

A small drop of blood suddenly appeared on the ground.. From where they were, Chi Yang and Nangong 

Nuannuan should not have been able to notice it. Unexpectedly, another large pile of branches attacked 

the place where the drop of blood landed maniacally. This time, Nangong Nuannuan identified Viper’s 

location accurately and swept another wave of merciless bullets at the ten-meter-tall tree. 

Viper cursed in her heart, but she did not dare to curse out loud. 

Thankfully, when Chi Yang and the rest entered the village, Viper had already put on a bulletproof vest 

just in case. Looking at the bullet holes on her body, Viper was furious. 

Were these two certain that she would not dare to shoot at them? 

She was not someone to be trifled with! 

Viper quietly took the gun from her waist and aimed it at Nangong Nuannuan. After confirming that her 

gun was aimed at Nuannuan’s head without fail, she pulled the trigger. 

Bang! 

The bullet left the chamber and flew toward Nuannuan. 

Nuannuan had her X-ray vision activated all this while. Therefore, when the bullet left the chamber, 

Nuannuan noticed that something was moving toward her forehead at high speed. 



Nuannuan quickly lowered her head, but she did not expect Big Brother Chi Yang to move the moment 

she did. Big Brother Chi Yang sent her flying. 

Nuannuan, “…” 

After a quick flip on the ground, Nuannuan looked at Chi Yang nervously, her voice shaking. “Big Brother 

Chi Yang, are you alright?” 

Chi Yang got up from the ground and reciprocated with a gentle smile. “I’m fine. I activated the 

protective shield Aiden gave me.” 

Before the battle, Aiden gave Chi Yang a protective shield he researched and developed on his own. It 

had no color and would only produce a stream of air that engulfed the user when activated. This stream 

of air could block bullets. 

Therefore, when Chi Yang sensed danger, he subconsciously pushed Nuannuan away. 

At the same time, he activated his protective shield. 

Even though he did not know if it would be useful at the time, this proved its functionality. 

Otherwise, the bullet might be lodged into his neck just now. 

“Big Brother Chi Yang, I can see the direction of the bullet she fired.” 

Although Chi Yang was not injured, Nuannuan could not help feeling dismayed. 

Just think about how dangerous it was just now! If Chi Yang had not activated his protective shield, it 

would have been a fatal injury! 

“But I’m worried about you. Plus, I have a way to dodge her attack.” 

“Then, you must take care of yourself if the same situation comes up again.” 

Chapter 1112: Hemorrhoids On Her Face 

“No way! I’ll definitely rescue you first.” What Chi Yang did just now was a subconscious reaction. Even if 

the same thing happened again, he would still react the same way. 

The two of them remained soft-spoken, but because of what happened in that moment of life and 

death, they were now at each other’s throats—nobody would give way to the other. 

The angry Nuannuan did not want to vent this wave of aura tinged with violence on Big Brother Chi 

Yang. However, both Chi Yang and she chucked all thoughts on Viper aside just now because they were 

worried about each other. Now, Viper must have left her original spot. Hence, Nuannuan could only 

insult Viper with her poisonous tongue. 

“A scuttling rat will always be a scuttling rat. You must really love making dirty moves from the dark. 

Even now, you don’t dare show your face when you’re fighting. I think you must be super ugly, or else 

you wouldn’t be calling yourself Viper, would you? For you to possess so much venom, so you must have 

a lot of bumps on your face, right? Tsk tsk, no wonder King doesn’t like you. No matter how good you 



are to him, how loyal you are to him, he’ll never love you! If I were King, I wouldn’t like a woman who 

kept having hemorrhoids on her face!” 

Chi Yang, “…” 

Viper, “…!!!” 

Damn!!!! 

Nangong Nuannuan’s tongue was inexplicably venomous. 

What did she mean by hemorrhoids? 

Rubbing the two pimples that had appeared on her face from all the stress in the past two days, Viper 

was so angry that she nearly gave it all up and fight Nangong Nuannuan, this foul-mouthed woman, 

head on! 

However, Viper did not dare to do that. 

She was already injured, and she just finally found a position that they would not have expected her to 

be, so she must stay calm… 

Stay calm!!! 

However, thinking about how foul Nangong Nuannuan’s mouth was, Viper felt her patience getting 

severely challenged! 

What she would give to kill someone right now! 

Viper thought about how her capable assistants and laboratory had been destroyed by this woman. At 

the same time, Nuannuan was KE’s biggest tumor, but as a soldier in the special forces, Chi Yang still 

fought alongside Nuannuan after knowing her identity. 

This made Viper extremely jealous. 

Chi Yang and Nuannuan stood where they were, sensing everything around them. 

Since Viper had already gone into hiding with a gun in her hand, they were in the open while Viper was 

in the dark. If they opened fire, the sound of the gunshot would drown out the sounds of Viper’s 

movements, and that could give Viper the immediate window she needed to attack them. 

It was the same reason Viper did not dare to attack Nangong Nuannuan. 

Viper finally found a place to hide after going through so much hardship. The moment she moved, her 

enemies would know where she hid. If that happened, it would be even more difficult for Viper to 

escape the duo’s simultaneous attack. 

“Big Boss, are you alright?” 

Selina’s voice came through the Bluetooth earbuds. 

“I’m fine.” 

“Can we come up?” 



“Don’t!” Nuannuan rejected the idea immediately. 

After all, Viper possessed supernatural abilities too, and it just so happened that she had the power of 

invisibility. 

Selina and the others would definitely be at a disadvantage if they came over. 

“Then, do you need us to do anything?” 

After that, Nangong Nuannuan told Selina a string of numbers. These numbers were the numbers that 

she created before they grew strong enough to prevent the organization from discovering them. 

Only a few of them knew the code to this string of numbers. 

After hearing the bunch of numbers from Nuannuan, Viper frowned. She could not help having a bad 

feeling about all this. 

Nangong Nuannuan’s methods were cruel, to begin with. Viper refused to consider what Nangong 

Nuannuan might do to her after this. 

However, Viper did not dare move now. If she did, only death awaited her. 

Chapter 1113: The Crazy Nuannuan 

The bulletproof vest probably would not be able to save Viper. 

However, if she were captured, she would not die even if she wanted to. 

Viper looked at her lower left side. 

At this moment, she was sitting at the edge of the cliff. On her lower left, the cliff that was 1200 meters 

tall loomed while and on her right was the forest that Nangong Nuannuan and the rest blocked. 

Must she really jump down? 

Although with her ninjutsu, she would not necessarily die if she jumped. However, at the height of 1200 

meters, even if she did not die, she would be seriously injured. 

The three of them remained in a stalemate for about five minutes. Suddenly, a helicopter flew over from 

behind Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan. 

Viper glared. 

Strings of profanities exploded in Viper’s head. 

Holy f*ck! 

Was Nangong Nuannuan really planning to… kill her??? 

Suddenly, Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan moved. 

They ran toward the helicopter. 



At this moment, Viper finally confirmed that Nangong Nuannuan, this evil b*tch, really wanted to kill 

her. Compared to the possibility of letting Viper escape during their apprehension, Nuannuan would 

rather eliminate Viper than getting any important information about KE Organization. 

How vicious could this woman be! 

Fine! 

If that was what she wanted, come on! 

Let us fight each other to death! 

Viper took out a grenade from her waist and was prepared to throw it at Nangong Nuannuan and Chi 

Yang. Much to her surprise— 

Rumble, rumble, rumble, rumble— 

As Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan ran toward the helicopter, the missiles on the helicopter had 

already bombarded the area in front of them. 

Viper was scared out of her wits. The strings of profanities disappeared from her mind. Without 

thinking, she jumped off the cliff. 

Like a suicidal person, she leaped from the cliff as far as she could. 

The moment she jumped off the cliff, the entire mountainside was blown away. 

After Chi Yang and Nuannuan jumped onto the life support ladder that extended from the helicopter, 

Aiden directed the helicopter and flew it off into the distance. He was afraid that there might be 

someone else hiding here. 

Meanwhile, there was nothing but misery for Viper. 

Selina’s missiles were meant to destroy the entire mountain. 

The explosion removed the mountain’s ability to balance itself. The tip of the mountain started to 

collapse from a height of more than 200 meters. 

Seeing the mountain top coming down on her, Viper’s face turned pale. 

Viper was convinced that she would die here. 

Even if she did not fall to her death, she would be crushed to death by such a huge mountain! 

At the last moment, she realized that there was a tree that jutted out from the cliff wall, so she seized 

the opportunity to grab it. 

Even though it was a small tree, it managed to slow down Viper’s descent. 

However, the tree was too young. It could not withstand such an impact and broke apart instantly. 

However, Viper who possessed peak ninjutsu relied on her soft body to sway to the side after grabbing 

onto the tree. The second the small tree broke off, she grabbed at a tuft of grass at the side. 



Even though she pulled the tuft of grass apart, the two obstructions quickly broke her fall. 

Then, Viper reached out and started to continuously grabbing at the rocks. 

She grabbed the first piece only to have it shattered. 

She grabbed another piece, but her grip loosened from the rock. 

After three or four rounds, Viper’s hands were already dripping with blood. 

She watched as the mountain top came crashing down on her… 

Chapter 1114: Heck! 

If the huge chunk of the mountain crashed into her, she would be dead for sure. 

Viper’s face turned purple. Was she truly going to die here? 

Why? 

Why must she?! 

Why must she?! 

Finally, the moment the mountain crash onto her, Viper grabbed onto a jutting piece of rock and curled 

up behind it. 

The huge chunk of rock descended from the sky, barely brushing past Viper’s face. 

The wind flow from the falling mountain chunk nearly pulled her along. 

Nangong Nuannuan!!!! 

Viper recalled when Nuannuan was five years old, and how Nangong Nuannuan was like a dazzling sun 

who stole all of her glory. 

When Nuannuan’s life took a turn for the worse, Viper thought that she could rule over this territory. 

Who would have expected that even when tangled up with endless trouble, Nangong Nuannuan 

remained as mesmerizing? As usual, Nangong Nuannuan’s every move continued to stomp on Viper, and 

her superior attitude made Viper want to tear Nangong Nuannuan into pieces immediately. 

Viper hated Nangong Nuannuan the most her entire life. 

Viper swore that— 

No matter what, this was unnegotiable—that she would kill this woman who landed herself in such 

murky waters! 

Either Nangong Nuannuan died, or she would! 

Viper glared at the helicopter with malice as it turned around after flying afar. 

Viper did not believe that this woman would be able to find her when she failed to do so just now. 



Looking at the injury on her left arm and her bloody palm and fingers, Viper glared angrily at the 

helicopter hovering in front of her. 

‘Nangong Nuannuan, whatever injuries you’ve given me today, I’ll definitely return them to you before 

you die!’ 

On the helicopter, Selina followed Nangong Nuannuan’s gaze and looked at the cliff of the mountain. 

“Big Boss, what are you looking at? Do you think Viper is still alive?” 

Nangong Nuannuan narrowed her eyes slightly. “It’s not a question of whether I think she is—she’s still 

alive.” 

Selina was stunned. 

“She’s still alive? Is she even human?” 

Even if she was human, she was someone who possessed the power of invisibility. 

After saying that, Nangong Nuannuan looked at Chi Yang and asked, “Big Brother Chi Yang, did you see 

the falling tree just now?” 

Chi Yang nodded. “Yes.” 

Nangong Nuannuan sneered. 

“I also saw someone grabbing onto a blade of grass diagonal to the tree, but I can’t be sure if she fell or 

found a hiding place.” 

Selina, Aiden, and Dan Qi were already completely in awe of their brother-in-law, Chi Yang. 

Even though Big Boss had never openly admitted to them that she had X-ray vision, she had never 

purposely hidden this fact from them. Therefore, the trio was well aware of how extraordinary their Big 

Boss’ vision and speed were. 

However, they did not expect that their brother-in-law would be able to see even a blade of grass so far 

away. 

As expected, Bro-in-law and Big Boss were a match made in heaven. 

“I think she’s in hiding.” 

The corners of Nangong Nuannuan’s lips curled up into a wicked smile as she extended a hand. Selina 

immediately understood the gesture and placed a long-range machine gun in Nuannuan’s hand. 

Viper frowned as she looked at the plane that had been hovering not far away from her. Her brows 

slowly knitted together, and all kinds of thoughts of how to kill Nangong Nuannuan came to a sudden 

stop. 

Seeing Nangong Nuannuan receiving the machine gun from Selina, Viper felt like her heart was about to 

stop beating. Could this b*tch… 

“Hey, Viper, are you alright over there?” 



Viper, “…” 

Heck me! 

This damn b*tch managed to locate her! 

Chapter 1115: Where Is She? 

 

With a newfound determination, Viper jumped off her hiding place without hesitation. However, even 

so, it was too late. Nangong Nuannuan had already started firing her machine gun at Viper without 

deviating from her target. Every bullet found its way into Viper’s chest and abdomen. 

“Argh—” 

Viper let out a small scream and jumped off the side while she still had some strength left. 

This time, she felt like she was doomed. 

Even though she wore a bulletproof vest, Viper’s body had turned into a human sieve with so many 

bullets coming at her. 

Seeing that Nangong Nuannuan stopped shooting, Ning Wenhao asked curiously, “Sis-in-law, is she 

dead?” 

Nangong Nuannuan carefully observed the place where she opened fire just now. 

. 

Initially, she had fired eight bullets, and none of them left any marks on the wall of the mountain. Later, 

she fired another fifteen bullets, and all of them left marks on the mountain wall. This meant that 

Nuannuan shot Viper. 

“She must have been shot in the chest and abdomen 8 times. We can’t be sure if she’s dead or 

otherwise. Aiden, go straight down from here. I want to go down. If she’s alive, I want to see her. If she’s 

dead, I want to see her body.” 

Ning Wenhao, “…” 

He praised his sister-in-law internally. 

He had heard of his sister-in-law’s infamous reputation back in Jiang District, but he had not personally 

witnessed what happened in the military cafeteria that day. 

Later, he did not participate in the explosion incident in Jiang District. 

This time, he was completely convinced of Nangong Nuannuan’s capabilities. 

Previously, Ning Wenhao was afraid that, given how much his Boss cared for this moe Sis-in-law, she 

would become a burden to Boss in the future. Now, he was utterly convinced that there was no one else 

more suitable to stand next to Boss than Sis-in-law! 

She was even more useful than himself! 



After all, Viper was Nuannuan’s greatest enemy in her previous life, and Nuannuan had no intention of 

going easy on Viper. Nuannuan would only feel at ease once she confirmed Viper’s death with her own 

eyes. 

It was originally a dense forest below the cliff. However, after a huge chunk of the mountain collapsed 

because it could not withstand the explosion, the chunk of rock landed amidst the dense forest and gave 

the helicopter a makeshift landing platform. 

After landing the helicopter, they slid down the huge rock. 

Based on the wind speed and drop location, it did not take long for them to arrive at their destination. 

Based on the wind speed, Viper should have fallen here after falling off the cliff. 

However, everyone split up and swept the entire area. They checked everything within fifty meters, but 

they could not find anything. 

“Big Boss, there’s no sign of anyone falling here at all!” Selina could not help but complain. 

At this moment, Nangong Nuannuan’s expression had turned twisted. 

Nuannuan glanced at the area 400 meters above, where Nuannuan showered a rain of bullets at. Then, 

she looked at the forest that was still intact. There was no trace of blood, friction, or dragging on the 

ground. 

Due to the snow, the ground was quickly covered in white. For a bloody person who might have fallen 

here, if she tried to get up and run away, she would have left many footprints by the time the group of 

people landed here for an inspection. 

So, there was only one possibility— 

Viper did not fall! 

Nangong Nuannuan could not accept this outcome! 

She could not figure it out. Viper leaped off the cliff from such a high place with her left arm injured, and 

she barely grabbed hold of that life-saving straw on the cliff. Clearly, Viper was there and Nuannuan was 

sure that her bullets hit her target. How was Viper still alive? 

Suddenly, a hand landed on Nuannuan’s shoulder and pulled her into his embrace. 

Chapter 1116: Fake KE 

The refreshing and pleasant smell that wafted into Nuannuan’s nose gradually calmed her palpitating 

heart. 

Chi Yang held his wife in his arms for a long time. When he felt that the anger in her heart subsided a 

little, he consoled her, “It’s okay, Nuannuan. Even if she ran away, haven’t we already fought her once? 

This time, we know what we’re up against. It will be much easier to deal with her next time. If we can 

defeat her once, we’ll be able to defeat her 100 times.” 

After being enlightened by Chi Yang, Nuannuan felt much better. 



Otherwise, for all of the time and effort they spent, she failed to get anything from the laboratory, and 

neither did she killed Viper. That would cause her great distress indeed. 

Nuannuan snuggled in Big Brother Chi Yang’s arms and inhaled his pleasant scent. After absorbing his 

positive energy, Nuannuan started rubbing against him and said to everyone, “Viper is a very vengeful 

person. For us to have treated her like this today, she’ll return the favor at twice the rate when she 

recovers. Now that you all know that she has the ability to turn herself invisible, it’s best if you all have a 

companion when you go out in the future, understand?” 

“Got it, Big Boss. Don’t worry, we’ll be careful.” 

After seeing so many bugged people today, Selina, Aiden, and Dan Qi all realized the severity of the 

issue. 

At that moment, they all collectively felt that all they did before was destroying the fake KE 

Organization. 

They were convinced that the reason KE remained the number one international organization among 

the mercenaries was due to the existence of people like Viper. 

Therefore, the only way to eradicate KE was to find Viper, then destroy all the laboratories and bugged 

people under her. 

It was already midnight when they returned to Eagle. 

Chi Yang ordered the prison guards to lock up the few bugged people that they had just captured 

without interrogating them. 

Among the bugged people they captured were villagers at the bottom of the mountain, and mercenaries 

they encountered halfway up the mountain. They did not know why Chi Yang captured them, so they did 

not attempt suicide since they still had a chance of survival. 

After locking these people up, Chi Yang accompanied Nuannuan to the interrogation room where 

Scorpion was held. 

At that moment, Scorpion was covered in blood. There was not a single patch of skin left intact, but his 

torture was still ongoing. That could only mean that he had yet to tell them everything he knew. 

“Commander! Mrs. Commander!” 

Seeing Chi Yang and Nuannuan enter, the prison guard in charge of the interrogation gave them an 

immediate salute. 

“Still nothing?” Chi Yang raised his eyebrows. 

“He said something, sir.” 

“What is it?” 

“We asked him why he joined forces with Ye Hai to attack the Leng family and swept up their shares. His 

answer—poor.” 



“Huh.” Nuannuan let out a cold laugh and walked to the mutilated Scorpion. “Will KE ever be poor? Are 

you trying to mislead me into thinking that I know nothing of KE?” 

Scorpion glared fiercely at Nangong Nuannuan, his eyes filled with grievance and anger. 

“Tsk tsk, I didn’t do anything to you. What’s with that resentful look on your face?” 

Scorpion, “…” He clamped his toothless gums shut and kept quiet. 

“Since you hate me so much, I’ll tell you a few things that will make you very angry. Only then will I be 

worthy of your current expression.” 

Scorpion, “…” He did not want to hear anything at all! 

This evil woman! 

“We went out for a while just now. Do you know where we went? When we hunted you down, I asked 

Dan Qi to kill Seville. When Viper contacted Seville, we followed that lead and found her.” 

Chapter 1117: You Are Lying 

As expected, when Scorpion heard that, the displeasure in his eyes was unmissable. He looked at 

Nangong Nuannuan as if he wanted to gobble her up. Eventually, Scorpion, who had not spoken about 

anything else no matter what kind of torture he was put through, suddenly spoke. 

“You’re. Lying. To. Me!” 

Nangong Nuannuan sneered, “Why would I lie? In a mountain range 200 kilometers east of the capital 

city, there is the Liu Village…” 

Just as Nuannuan mentioned Liu Village, Scorpion started to struggle violently, to no avail. The iron 

chain that bound his body was tight and he did not budge at all. 

Seeing the veins popping out on Scorpion’s face, Nangong Nuannuan smiled brightly. 

“I’ll let you guess. Do you think I’ve met Viper?” 

For her to ask in this manner, that only meant that they did find Viper. 

“What did you do to her? Queen, don’t hurt her, don’t…” 

At the thought that Viper might end up in this woman’s hands, Scorpion shuddered in an unnerving fear. 

No matter how beautiful Nangong Nuannuan was, she was still a demon in Scorpion’s eyes. 

“How about this? Among all the questions I’ve asked you, if you answer one more, I’ll tell you how she’s 

doing, okay?” 

“I’ll never tell you about King, even if I die.” 

“Tsk tsk, how loyal.” 

Scorpion sneered. “Yes, at least I’m more loyal than you. KE spared no effort in nurturing you and made 

you, an orphan girl, stand shoulder to shoulder with King. But in the end, not only did you not contribute 



to his cause, but you spared no effort in destroying him. Haven’t you had a single shred of guilt when 

you destroyed this family?” 

“No, you’re wrong. I’ve always been loyal, but I’m loyal to my heart. From the day human traffickers sold 

me to KE, from the day I found out that I had to kill others to survive, I swore that if I could survive, I’d 

definitely destroy KE! 

“Also, don’t make it sound like KE treated me very well. If it weren’t for KE, my life would’ve been a bed 

of roses. I wouldn’t have encountered so many difficulties and obstacles, and I wouldn’t have met so 

many scumbags. All of this is thanks to KE!” 

Scorpion disagreed. 

“Without KE, would you be as overpowering as you are now? Would you still be able to choose to walk 

sideways whether in the light or in the dark?” After all, Nangong Yu was a delicate rich daughter who 

had no ability of her own. 

“Yes, I can still be as overpowering as I am now. In this world, there are some people who are destined 

to shine since birth. I’m the perfect example.” 

Scorpion almost choked to death at Nangong Nuannuan’s shamelessness. 

However, it was then that Chi Yang walked over. He put his arm around Nuannuan’s shoulders and said 

ingratiatingly, “You’re the most outstanding girl I’ve ever seen. If even you can’t shine, then no one in 

this world can.” 

Nuannuan immediately retracted her sneer that was directed at Scorpion. She smiled brightly at Big 

Brother Chi Yang and said, “Big Brother Chi Yang, you’re the most outstanding man I’ve ever met too!” 

Scorpion, “…” 

On one hand, he was being interrogated, and on the other, he was force-fed mouthfuls of dog food. His 

life as a captive was worse than death. 

“Other than King and Viper, I can answer every other question.” 

Nangong Nuannuan laughed coldly. “For everything else, I can find out myself. Would I still need you for 

that then?” 

Scorpion, “…” He hated this woman so much. Chi Yang definitely had developed an acquired taste. 

“Then, kill me. If I die, I won’t have to worry about Viper anymore.” 

Chapter 1118: Cancer 

“Kill you? Dream on! After capturing Viper, I still intend to torture her. We’ll see who’ll expose King first, 

you or her. However, I don’t know if I can still fulfill this little dream of mine. Why don’t you pray for 

your precious Viper yourself?” 

“What did you do to her?” They returned to the same question. 



“Tell me first, how did KE run out of money to the extent of making you rob the Leng family? Then, I’ll 

tell you how Viper is doing. This exchange seems very worthwhile, isn’t it?” 

Scorpion struggled for a moment and said, “I’m not sure what exactly happened to KE, but what I know 

is that King seemed to have done something crazy recently. He sent KE into a serious financial crisis and 

forced Viper’s experiments to come to a stop. To create more laboratories and have more people to get 

experimented on, I have to raise more funds for her. The Leng family was originally just my first step. I 

originally planned to acquire the Huang family and the Gu family immediately after acquiring the Leng 

family, but you captured me. I’ve already answered your question. Now, it’s your turn to answer mine, 

right?” 

Nangong Nuannuan glanced at Scorpion and sneered, “You call this an answer?” 

“What do you mean? I’ve already let you know that KE is in a serious financial crisis and needs money 

urgently!” 

“What does that have to do with me? It’s not like I’m the one who needs money.” 

Scorpion, “…” 

“I’ve answered your question anyway. So, it’s your turn to answer mine now.” 

However, Nuannuan was adamant. “I told you, that doesn’t count. I’ll answer you if you answer another 

one.” 

Scorpion stared at Nuannuan, his body shaking with anger. 

Even Chi Yang could not help but feel the corners of his lips twitching. 

His wife’s ability to go back on her words… was quite impressive! 

“Why are you staring at me like that?” Nuannuan did not feel like she was being unreasonable. She said, 

“Tell me something useful, and I’ll tell you about Viper.” 

Scorpion glared until blood nearly came out of his eyes. Eventually, he closed his eyes and ignored 

Nangong Nuannuan. 

When Nuannuan saw this, she still did not feel that she made any mistakes. She even threatened him, 

“I’ve gotten someone to bring all my medicine over tomorrow. They’re all neurotoxins. Tonight, you can 

party on your own all you want. We’ll see if you’ll still be as stubborn tomorrow.” 

Scorpion, “…!!!!!!” 

*** 

In the best private hospital in Sab, Bai Liyue paced anxiously outside the door. The woman known for 

her gentleness and reliability was now an ant on a hot pan. 

She held a phone in her hand. The screen was bright, and the words ‘Nuannuan’ shone on it. 

There was a green button at the bottom of the screen. The moment she pressed on the button, the call 

would go through. 



In front of her was a thick radiation-proof lead door. On the other side of the lead door, Feng 

Shengxuan’s face was pale, and his eyes were closed as he went into the MRI machine. 

After a long time, the examination was complete. 

The moment Feng Shengxuan sat up, the specialist had already rushed to Bai Liyue’s side. 

“Miss Luna, things are looking bad for Mr. Chairman.” 

Bai Liyue’s face paled ever so little. Although it was within her expectation, she could still feel that the 

blood in her body was about to freeze when she was told the outcome so directly. Her body started 

trembling in the sudden surge of cold. 

“Elaborate, please. What do you mean ‘bad’?” 

“Take a look. This is the image from Mr. Chairman’s scan…” 

Chapter 1119: Like For Wit 

“There’s a shadow in his stomach. It’s large too. We suspect that it’s a malignant tumor. Such a large 

shadow means that the tumor has existed for a while. We can’t delay any longer. We must operate on 

him immediately.” 

Bai Liyue trembled in anger as she listened to the doctor’s report. She stared at the lead door with 

redness around her eyes, as though she wanted to see through the door. 

Meanwhile, behind the door, the nurses were on the verge of tears. 

This hospital belonged to the chairman. Their chairman was tall, handsome, and rich. Most 

importantly— 

Their chairman was Best Actor Feng Shengxuan! 

He was still so young; he would only turn 30 in a few months! Why must he be afflicted with stomach 

cancer? 

Feng Shengxuan lay on the MRI device and felt the coldness on his back. He looked at the nurses who 

were about to cry, and he was in a strangely good mood. 

He wanted to sit up, but because of the pain in his stomach, it felt beyond him. 

“Hurry and help me up.” 

Although Feng Shengxuan’s voice sounded gentle with a hint of devilish seduction, his voice was 

flawless. Every time he spoke, he sounded like a male siren with an electrifying voice. 

Such a man was naturally God’s favorite. 

When the nurses heard Feng Shengxuan’s words, they rushed forward to help him up. One of the nurses 

could not help but cry when she smelled the faint fragrance on his body. 

As one of them started to cry, the rest followed suit. 



Looking at the group of women who were crying around him, he wanted to chase them all away with a 

slap. However, it suddenly occurred to him that if Nuannuan knew that he was sick and would soon die 

of an incurable disease, would she be as sad as these women? 

At this thought, Feng Shengxuan’s heart softened. 

Looking at the group of crying women, he held his painful stomach, and a smile appeared on his face. He 

asked, “Why are you crying? Are you sad because I have an incurable disease?” 

He was the Best Actor and the Chairman of Imperial Phoenix Group—how could the young nurses 

withstand such a tease from him? Instantly, they burst into louder cries. 

Seeing these women cry, Feng Shengxuan’s mood improved even more. 

He was glad that he had been so decisive in refusing his medicine. Now, he finally had gastric cancer. He 

could finally go to Nuannuan to treat his illness. 

He thought about how in a few days, he would be able to lie in Nuannuan’s house all day. He would not 

leave the house or go out. Without the need to find an excuse, Nuannuan would have to keep him there 

so he could stay at Nuannuan’s house all the time. 

If he could, he would give himself a like for his wit!!! 

Suddenly, someone kicked the lead door open from the outside 

That was a lead door… 

Feng Shengxuan looked at Bai Liyue who was 170cm tall—the same height as his Nuannuan—but 

instead of wearing a pair of flat heels like Nuannuan usually would, this woman liked to wear stilettos 

that measured up to 10cm tall. Every time he saw her wearing such sharp heels, he would feel his 

stomach cramp up. With a pang of internal guilt gripping at him, he asked, “Doesn’t your leg hurt after 

such a hard kick?” 

Normally, even if he refused his medicine, Bai Liyue would only look at him worryingly and persuade him 

to take his medicine. However, due to his health issues, he had left many things for Bai Liyue to do. 

Therefore, whenever he refused to eat his medicine, if the butler dared to inform Bai Liyue of it, Feng 

Shengxuan would definitely chase the butler out of the house. 

That was why after informing Bai Liyue of the truth three times, the miserable butler suffered a fate that 

was worse than the last. Eventually, after the butler was sent to a camp of mercenaries to cook for 

them, the new replacement butler did not dare to take care of Feng Shengxuan at all. Even if he refused 

his medicine, the butler would tell Bai Liyue that he had already eaten his medicine if Bai Liyue asked. 

Chapter 1120: Bai Liyue Goes Berserk 

Therefore, Bai Liyue stopped worrying over the matter of Feng Shengxuan not eating his medicine. 

Now, everyone suddenly discovered that Feng Shengxuan had stomach cancer. 

Bai Liyue felt that her scalp turning numb as her blood boiled. 



Seeing Bai Liyue so angry, Feng Shengxuan could not help thinking about how beautiful this woman was. 

The reason she was not as adorable as Nuannuan was that Bai Liyue took things way too seriously. 

Otherwise, he would consider being in a relationship with this woman. 

Feng Shengxuan continued to daydream in this arrogant manner. 

Amid his guilty reverie, Bai Liyue had already walked to his side. She no longer retained the same 

gentleness that the public associated her with, nor was she acting humbly in the manner a subordinate 

would. She smashed the examination report and the scans onto Feng Shengxuan’s head. 

The young nurses at the side were so frightened that they cried out in shock. They looked like frightened 

rabbits who witnessed a female leopard at work. 

Vice President Bai was so scary! 

Had she not always been of a gentle character? Why was she treating the sick Chairman like that, then? 

A sick person deserved more care and love, right? 

Why must she treat their chairman like that… 

“Out!” 

Bai Liyue glared at Feng Shengxuan, but her words were directed at the group of young nurses. 

The nurses’ hearts ached for the chairman. They were afraid that the female leopard would bully the 

sickly chairman. Although they were afraid, they did not leave. They looked at the chairman tentatively. 

Even though the young girls did not say anything despite looking pitiful, their expression was clear—they 

would only leave if the chairman told them so. 

Sensing that Bai Liyue was on the verge of exploding, Feng Shengxuan gave in to the guilt that came 

once in a blue moon when facing Bai Liyue. He gave the nurses a look, and the nurses reluctantly gave 

up their mission of protecting the chairman, leaving with nothing but heartache for their chairman. 

After the nurses left, a sneer took over Bai Liyue’s usual gentleness toward Feng Shengxuan. “So, while I 

wasn’t around, you sent the butler away and found a new butler, just so you won’t have to eat your 

medicine? I know why you didn’t take your medicine. You just want Nuannuan to feel sorry for you, 

don’t you? 

“It’s a good plan. Nuannuan will definitely feel sorry for you once she finds out that you have cancer. But 

Feng Shengxuan, I used to revere you for how omnipotent you are. You were like a god of death who 

held power over people’s fate. I admire you for that and amidst that admiration, I slowly fell in love with 

you. 

“But now I know that you’re nothing but a pitiful creature! A pitiful creature who can’t get what he 

wants and would never attempt anything else other than schemes and plots. 

“Hmph, I expected more of you to deal with Chi Yang, but you came up with the classic way of injuring 

yourself! What a genius!” 



Feng Shengxuan, who had been so proud of getting stomach cancer, was so dismayed that his 

expression turned severely grave. 

“What do you mean?” 

However, Bai Liyue ignored him, turned around, and left. 

Bai Liyue, who was still burning with anger, returned to the already tattered-looking manor. The new 

butler was shouting at the servants to load the precious items into the car while complaining about how 

slow the people below were. 

Sensing Bai Liyue’s presence and noticing the way she looked at him, the new butler felt a little guilty, 

but he still greeted Bai Liyue with a smile. 

“Miss Luna, you’re back? Where’s the chairman?” 

“Why did you lie to me?” 

Bai Liyue’s words shut the butler up immediately, and a cold sweat broke out from every pore of his 

body. 

“Wh… What?” 

“He didn’t take any of his medicine. Why did you keep telling me that he took his medicine every time I 

asked?” 

 


